Health BRidge
Racket Stringing List
Re-stringing is important at any skill level. It is recommended that you restring your racket
as many times per year as you play per week. If you play three times per week, you should
restring your racket three times per year.
ADDICTION (NATURAL 16)

$33

M7 (NATURAL 17)

$36

RPM BLAST (BLACK 16 OR 17)

$38

TNT (NATURAL 16)

$35

ZO TWIST (BLACK 16)

$35

LIGHTNING (SILVER 16 OR PINK 16)

$33

PREMIER POWER (NATURAL 16)

$36

SYNTHETIC GUT WITH DURAFLEX (WHITE 16 OR LIME 16)

$32

LUXILON SAVAGE (BLACK 16)

$38

LUXILON ALU POWER (SILVER 16L)

$38

LUXILON ALU POWER ROUGH (SILVER 16L)

$38

REVOLVE (BLACK 16)

$33

A multifilament string offering a blend of power, control and comfort.
A comfortable string with controllable power and amazing feel.
A softer co-poly string that is ideal for power hitters and is very spin-friendly.

Gamma’s best-selling all around string that is ultra-responsive with excellent feel.
Durable polyester with a twisted pentagonal shape that puts a ton of bite on the ball.

All-around power string with Prince Powerfoil technology.
An ideal blend of multifilament core for added comfort surrounded by high-density fibers
for extra power.
Something for everyone; good playability and good durability at a good price.

Six-sided shape for extra spin and bite on the ball. Great playability and durability.
A co-polyester string with durability, control, and impressive power.
Very durable textured string designed to grip the ball for extra spin. Designed for
players with fast swing speeds.

Comfortable string with great control and spin potential.

NOT SURE WHAT TENSION IS BEST FOR YOU?
STRING TENSION

Looser
Tighter

POWER

more
less

CONTROL

less
more

DURABILITY

more
less

FEEL

more
less

COMFORT

more
less

Preferred string not on the list? Bring it in and we will string it for only $15.

